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Message from the Commissioner
With the rapid transitioning of the world’s economy to a globalized
knowledge-based economy, the importance of Intellectual Property
(IP) is fast increasing; so also is the importance of sharing and
disseminating knowledge and information. Undoubtedly, the
creation and utilization of IP has now become a major driving force
for the growth of a nation’s wealth and competitiveness.
The Republic of Korea, which had recorded the fourth highest
number of IP applications in the world and earned a similar ranking
in international applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), has continued to develop innovative IP policies
towards achieving its mission of reducing examination pendency period and improving the quality of examinations.
Efficiently implementing such IP policies requires an innovative and automated Intellectual Property Right (IPR) system. Having
since recognized the importance of developing such an innovative IPR system, the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO)
eagerly pursued such a development, culminating in the launch of KIPOnet in January 1999. Moreover, KIPO’s relocation from
Seoul to Daejeon as well as the growing number of IPR applications also inspired KIPO to develop KIPOnet.
In 2005, towards achieving a Ubiquitous KIPO, we enhanced KIPOnet to include a Work-at-Home System for our examiners
and to provide 24/7 public services. And in 2007, we started offering web-based e-filing services and allowing applicants to pay
their filing fees by credit card on the web. Since then, we have continued to enhance KIPOnet to make it more compact and
modular for user convenience as well as to enable it more flexibly respond to swift changes in legal and technical trends of the
global IPR environment.
As a result, KIPOnet won an e-Asia 2009 Award and has been benchmarked by over 30 countries including the USA and Japan.
With a global outlook, we are sharing our KIPOnet expertise through consultations on IP office automation for various countries,
including India, Peru, and the Philippines. In addition, we have developed and deployed, in collaboration with the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), the PCT-ROAD (PCT-Receiving Office ADministration) system to 28 countries, as
well as digital e-learning contents on IPR so-called IP Panorama and IP Xpedite.
To facilitate the creation, use, and protection of IP in the Republic of Korea, KIPO will continue to develop world-class
Information Technology (IT) infrastructures that will offer robust customer-oriented IPR services, which will be easily accessible
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and of the highest quality. Going forward, we intend to participate more actively as a member of the IP5 (group of the world’s five
major IP offices: Korea, China, the EU, Japan and the USA) towards expediting the international examination process for patents
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strongly believe that IP offices need to work closely together. This spirit of collaboration that we encourage is well reflected in this
brochure, which we are very proud to present as a way of sharing our expertise in IP office automation. I am confident therefore
that this brochure will give you a better understanding of KIPOnet and serve as a useful reference on IP office automation.

SooWon Lee Commissioner

Introduction
KIPOnet is the world’s first Internet-based IPR e-filing system.
It completely automates IPR administration.

A Outline
B Milestones
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Introduction

A. Outline

B. Milestones

KIPOnet is the world’s first Internet-based e-filing system to enable inventors to file Intellectual Property

1966 ~ 1991 Founded and Structured

(IP) applications via the Internet at anytime and from anywhere. It also enables such innovators to receive

The Documentation Division created in 1966 (and then restructured and renamed the Information
Documentation Bureau in 1991) is the origin of the current Information Policy Bureau (IPB). The IPB is
responsible for all IT related issues, including the planning, development and management of KIPOnet.

the administrative results of their applications in real time. KIPOnet computerizes Intellectual Property
Right (IPR) administration procedures such as filing and receiving of applications; examinations;
registrations; and the publication of official gazettes. It also provides a Work-at Home System, 24/7
nonstop public services, and options such as push mail, Short Message Service (SMS), as well as a

1992 ~ 1998 Developed KIPOnet

diverse set of IP-information-related web services. As a result, by the end of 2009, KIPO’s online filing

Between 1992 and 1996, an IT master plan was developed. In 1998, the milestone of this plan was reached
with the deployment of the first version of KIPOnet.

ratio of IP applications had reached 94% of all applications, and 97% of all patent applications.

1999 ~ 2002 Launched KIPOnet (KIPOnet I)
In 1999, KIPOnet was launched. It is the world’s first Internet-based IPR e-filing system and it
computerizes all IPR administration activities. Since 1999, there have been continued efforts to expand
and improve KIPOnet.

Concept of KIPOnet
Applicant/
Homepage

individuals companies international
organizations

Related
Sites

KIPOnet

2003 ~ 2005 Upgraded KIPOnet
Registration
System

Examination Quality
Evaluation System

USPTO

Trial System
Registration

K-editor

Receiving and Formality
Check System
Fee Management
System

Examination
Trial
EPO
Receiving

2006 ~ 2009 Ubiquitous KIPOnet (KIPOnet II)

electronic public
services

Publication System

Total DB
Publication
Filing
International
cooperation

e-Filing S/W
Web-based System

Search

PCT System

Patent Utility Model
Search System
Trademark Design
Search System

TriNet (SOAP)

Applicant/Agent
System
KEAPS

JPO

SIPO

Case Search System
Homepage

2010 ~
Internet
Other
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Companies
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Government
departments

Under the motto, “Ubiquitous KIPO,” we launched a 24/7 non-stop IP service for customers and a Workat-Home System for examiners. Furthermore, a framework for sharing examination information and
exchanging priority documents with other Intellectual Property Offices (IPOs) based on the Trilateral
Document Access (TDA) technology standard was formed. In addition, KIPOnet was extended to provide
more value-added web services to customers, such as certificate history issuance, fee payment and prenotification services.

WIPO

K-PION System

Agents

A KIPOnet II Task Force was formed and established a 3-Year Information-Oriented IPR Administration
Plan for the period 2003 to 2005. The aim was to establish an information strategy plan for improving
KIPOnet and for advancing KIPO’s Information Technology (IT) infrastructures to enable KIPO to provide
ubiquitous services to its customers.

IP information
service providers

Overseas (foreign)
applicants

G-KIPOnet (KIPOnet III)

To facilitate the creation of core indigenous patents, the current KIPOnet will be transformed such that it will
be able to more flexibly and quickly respond to changes within and outside KIPO in particular and Korea in
general. This new KIPOnet, G-KIPOnet, will be a driving force towards the success of our national agenda Green Growth Leading the Knowledge Society.

The
KIPOnet
KIPOnet helped KIPO to transform
its business environment to a paperless environment
and to enhance its administration efficiency.

A The Outlook
B The Configuration
C The Benefits
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A. The Outlook

Process diagram of KIPOnet
KIPOnet

a. KIPOnet Overview
As at 2010, KIPOnet comprised of 43 systems, including an e-Filing System, General Receiving System,

Filing
e-Filing S/W
Web-based Filing

Formality Check System, Examination System, Registration System, Trial Administration System, Gazette
Publication System and an Integrated Search System.

Receiving
Receiving System
Formality Check System
Fee Management
System
Applicant/Agent System

Concerning security, applications are encrypted and decoded using the government’s public key and then

Examination
Patent Utility Model
Examination System
Design Examination
System
Trademark Examination
System
Examination Evaluation
System

Trial

Patent Information

Trial System

Registration

IP-STATS
Request/Issue
Certificates System
How is My Request
Going?
PIAS

Registration System

confidentially transferred through a Secure Socket Layer (SSL). Access to KIPOnet by internal users is
controlled through a Government Public Key Infrastructure (GPKI)-based Single Sign-On system.
Our integrated network enables our staff to simultaneously access internal and external sites. The Enterprise
Security Management System and the Security Patrol Center enable KIPOnet to operate round the clock, even
in an emergency.
KIPOnet was migrated to the international document standard, ‘eXtensible Markup Language (XML)’ from the

General Affairs
Document
Management
e-Document System
Archive System
On-nara BPS

Search
Community
e-Mail System
Homepage
KOASIS
KIPO Messenger

Publication

Patent Search System
(KOMPASS)
Industrial Design Search
System
Brand Search System
Trial Search System

Gazette Publication
System

International
Business
PCT System
K-PION

‘Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)’ and continues to adopt state-of-the-art technologies such
as workflow and an image management system.
So far, KIPO has obtained the ISO 20000 certification for IT service management and the ISO 27001
certification for information security management. In 2006, due to the completion of a Disaster Recovery
System at our Seoul Office, reliability increased enormously. The Disaster Recovery System was
established to handle disasters that occur in business processes such as the receipt, examination,

HR Management

Support

PCRM System
Career Path Mgmt.
System
Performance Mgmt.
System
Overseas HR Network
System

6 Sigma Portal
Telecommute System
Call Center System

Support
DQMS
EAMS
ITSM
Approval System

Others
Integrated Circuit Layout
Management System

registration and trial of applications. It also aims to stabilize the 24/7 non-stop services.

b. Operational Flow of KIPOnet

c. Development History

Thereafter, the acceptance or rejection of such applications is automatically sent to the applicant (in case of

'92 ~ '98
System development for
office automation

'99 ~ '02
e-Government for
IPR administration

'03 ~ '05
Transitional period for
ubiquitous IPR environment

'06 ~ '09
Ubiquitous
IPR management

rejections) or to a KIPO formality examiner (in case of acceptance).

7-year IT Master Plan

World's first Internet-based
e-fling system ('99)

3-Year Information-Oriented IPR
Administration Plan

- K-PION service ('06)

- Online payment system ('00)

- Madrid protocol system ('03)

- Simplification of forms (from 334
to 149 forms) ('06)

- Internet gazette publication
system ('01)

- XML-based e-filing software ('04)

- Web-based e-filing system ('07)

- PCT e-filing system ('05)

- Online trial and registration
system ('02)

- Work-at-home system ('05)

- Credit card and mobile phone fee
payment system ('07)

Internet-based applications are accepted in real time into our internal server through an SSL channel.

Applications that pass the formality examination are loaded into an integrated database as an XML-based

- Floppy disk filing ('96)

electronic dossier, which enables examiners to electronically judge their patentability.

- Digitization of paper-based
applications ('97)

After the examination, the application data is utilized for registration and publication. Since 2001, we have

- SGML-formatted CD-ROM
gazette publication ('98)

published our Internet gazettes in PDF-format on our website (http://www.kipo.go.kr).
All notifications issued by KIPO are converted into PDF files and provided to the public in real time.
For our customers’ convenience, notices such as expected examination and decision date are sent through a
variety of means including email and SMS.

- Online certificate issuance

- 24/7 non-stop online service ('05)

- Web services for patent
information ('08)
- International patent information
sharing system ('08)
- WIPO DAS system ('09)
- G-editor ('09)

The KIPOnet
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System development for office automation
Due to the growing number of IPR applications and prior art searches, we realized that we could not continue

were able to start offering customized services such as the 24/7 non-stop e-filing services to the general
public and a telecommute system for our examiners.

to handle the workload using traditional manual paper-based methods. Moreover, there was also an urgent
need to establish an efficient system for disseminating patent information vital for supporting technology

Ubiquitous IPR management

development. Furthermore, when we moved our headquarters from Seoul to Daejeon in 1998, we anticipated

Beyond the simple extension of service hours, we dreamed of enabling our customers to access our services

that our customers, who were largely located in Seoul and its environs, would be greatly inconvenienced.

without the limit of time and location - an ubiquitous environment.

For these reasons, in collaboration with LG CNS (one of Korea’s largest system integration companies), we

To this end, in 2006, we established a platform for sharing examination results by developing and

developed KIPOnet. After toiling for three years and two months, the system was completed in December

implementing the K-PION service which provides Korean patent information in English to examiners of

1998 at a cost of 94,915 working days and a budget of US$30.5 million.

foreign IPOs. We also developed an international publication system for sharing examination information with

In the first phase of KIPOnet’s development (1992 - 1996), we worked on the development and distribution of
the software for electronic filing and launched the Floppy Disk Filing System. We also provided education on
the use of the software. While in the second phase (1996 - 1998), we developed both an online filing system

other IPOs based on the Trilateral Document Access (TDA) technology standards. Additionally, we simplified
our complicated system by reducing the number of forms from 334 to 149 and launched an online payment
monitoring system for updating fee payment status.

and an automated administration system. We also began publishing official gazettes on CD-ROMs. And in

In 2007, we built a statistical analysis system to provide diverse statistical analysis of patent information

January 1999, we put the online filing system to full operation.

necessary for supporting national R&D projects. We also implemented a web-based e-filing system available
on our website which enables applicants to file their applications directly without having to install any e-filing

e-Government for IPR administration

software on their PCs.

Since implementing the e-filing system in 1999, we have continued to improve and enrich KIPOnet. In addition,

For better sharing of examination information among IPOs and adapting to increasingly sophisticated

we have developed some subordinate systems: the Online Payment System in 2000; the Knowledge

customer needs, we started moving towards the globalization of KIPOnet.

Management and Internet Gazette Publication Systems in 2001; and the Online Trial and Registration Systems
in 2002. By 2002, we had achieved our key e-government goals for KIPOnet.

As a result, in 2008, KIPOnet was functionally extended to share examination information and exchange
priority documents with more IPOs as well as to provide more web services to customers, such as certificate

In 2001, we obtained ISO certification and since then, we have continued our efforts to increase customer

history issuance, fee payment and pre-notification services. In 2009, we developed a G-Editor for the Common

satisfaction by providing an SMS notification service, establishing a call center, and generally improving the

Application Format (CAF), which is an international standard.

quality of KIPOnet.
e-Filing ratio since the launch of KIPOnet

Transitional period for ubiquitous IPR environment
Even after making KIPOnet e-government compliant, we were faced with swift changes in the global IPR
environment such as the harmonization of patent processes (i.e., Patent Law Treaty (PLT)) and the increasing
necessity of sharing examination information with other Intellectual Property Offices (IPOs). There was also a
need to meet diverse customer needs in this digital era as well as the need for efficient and optimized systems
that can flexibly cope with successive revisions of relevant laws and regulations.
In 2002, therefore, we embarked on a ‘3-year Information-Oriented IPR Administration Plan’ to transform our
system from batch processing to real-time processing. The Plan culminated in the launch of a PCT Online
System, a Work-at-Home System, an Intelligent Search System, and the My KIPOnet Service. As a result, we

Year
Total number of
applications
Number of e-filed
applications
e-filing ratio (%)

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

231,322 283,087 289,420 290,792 306,001 327,516 359,207 372,520 380,203 372,697

364,990

167,687 223,312 235,619 243,029 264,597 291,668 326,200 343,397 354,136 350,392

344,412

72.5%

78.9%

81.4%

83.6%

86.5%

89.1%

90.8%

92.2%

93.1%

94.0%

94.4%
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- Preparation of electronic

Number of applications filed each year

documents: Applicants may
Patents

Trademarks

Utility Models

Designs

prepare

180,000
150,000

160,921

140,115

107,137

108,464

107,876

102,010

163,523
132,288

127,910

126,420

115,889

(92.0%)

104,612

32,434 37,163

40,804
36,867

33,841

39,193
37,587

40,825
37,607

41,184

37,753

51,039

45,222

2002

Applicants can complete their

2003

2004

57,903

(93.3%)

KIPO website: KEAPS, an
application form editor for

37,175

bibliographic

32,908

0
2001

or the web-based system.

five main utilities from the
56,750

54,362

(87.0%)

21,084

2000

either KIPO’s e-filing software

applications by downloading

106,136

80,760

1999

(97.3%)

108,917

87,409

30,719

170,632

166,189
122,384

118,652
110,073

50,000

necessary

electronic documents using
172,469

100,000

the

2005

2006

2007

17,405

2008

17,144

data

and

intermediate documents; KEditor, a word processor that

2009

facilitates the preparation of

Note: The figures in parenthesis for 2009 are the e-filing ratios of each IPR type.

the description, abstract, and claims of the application; an image editor for scanning and converting images
in attached documents; MM editor for MM forms related to international trademark applications; and a

Number of applications e-filed in 2009

sequence-listing editor for presenting nucleotide and amino acid sequence listings. Alternatively,
Patents

Utility Models

Designs

Trademarks

Number of Applications

163,523

17,144

57,903

126,420

Number of e-filed applications

159,156

14,918

54,035

116,303

e-filing ratio (%)

97.3

87.0

93.3

92.0

applicants may make their applications by directly completing online forms presented through the web
browser.
- Online Submission: To facilitate a secured online-submission system, applicants are enabled to use
digital signatures with applicant identification certificates; and as a further security measure, the
documents are encrypted.

B. The Configuration

- Online Payment: Applicants can enquire about the results of their online submissions and pay all
accruing e-filing fees by bank transfers, credit card, ARS, mobile banking service, or by a virtual account.

a. e-Filing System

Lastly, applicants are enabled to download and retrieve online notifications of the status of their
applications; alternatively, such notifications may be sent by SMS.

KIPOnet was launched in 1999 as the world’s first e-filing system that supports the electronic filing of
international patent applications under the PCT, international trademark applications under the Madrid
Protocol, as well as domestic applications. Since November 2005, it has been operating 24/7; as a result,
applications can be filed online from anywhere and at anytime. Furthermore, through the Internet, KIPO

b. Administration System

offers a one-stop public service for everything regarding IP applications - from filing of applications to

Receipt of Applications

paying of the necessary fees. All these processes can be experienced at KIPO’s English website.

The General Receiving System receives applications and intermediate documents. It also supports

The e-filing process is basically made up of the following 4 steps:

request for converting paper documents, issues receipts, gives application numbers, and performs other

- Pre-Registration: This first step allows applicants to use the e-filing system and submit their applications
online to KIPO.

administrative functions.

The KIPOnet
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Formality Examination on Applications

Work-at-Home Process

The Application Receiving System supports formality checks, distributes work, prepares notifications and
transfers them to the examination system for applications and intermediate documents.
In addition, since 2003, the system has supported electronic formality examinations for international applications
under the Madrid Protocol and since February 2005 it has also supported PCT applications.
Through the secure File Transfer Protocol (sFTP), priority documents, international applications, and translations
are sent online to the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). In March 2006, we started sending forms
related to the international search authority, such as the ‘Declaration of Non-Establishment of International
Search Report,’ ‘Notification of Decision Concerning Request for Rectification,’ and ‘Notification of Receipt of
Search Copy.’

Substantial Examination
The Online Examination System supports a one-stop examination service for examiners of patent, utility
model, industrial design, and trademark applications. It conducts classifications for each application type

Registrations

due to the relevant classification systems such as International Patent Classification (IPC) and Nice

The Online Registration System handles all functions related to the granting and lapse of registrations for

Classification. It includes a referral service for checking the status of examinations, and automatically

patents, utility models, industrial designs, trademarks and semiconductor layout designs. Since the launch

manages deadlines for subsequent documents, examination schedule, digital approval, and delivery of

of the Madrid System in 2003, it has also supported the registration of international trademark applications.

online notifications. It also facilitates examination procedures for international trademark applications
under the Madrid Protocol, and helps to deliver notifications to applicants and/or to WIPO. In addition, it
enables us to conduct registrations and produce publications.
Meanwhile, in October 2008, we introduced a three track patent examination system which allows
applicants to choose accelerated track, regular track, or customer-deferred track for the examination of
their patent or utility model applications. With this, we changed the focus of our examination strategy, from
the reduction of examination period to the improvement of examination quality.
Most remarkably, in 2009, we launched a design examination system for 3D design applications, which is
the first in the world.

Trials
The Online Trial System enables us to electronically conduct many IPR procedures, ranging from receiving trialrelated documents to making trial decisions. By linking it to the systems of filing, examination and registration,
the Online Trial System helps us to transfer documents, prepare trial decisions, and manage trial-related
documents. In addition, it supports trial-related administration under the Madrid System.

Lawsuit Administration
The IP Lawsuit Administration System helps IP legal experts conduct lawsuits related to ex-parte
prosecution. It also supports relevant procedures such as process referrals, electronic approvals, online
delivery of internal documents, and searches on tribunal decisions as well as decisions of patent courts.

Work-at-Home System

In addition, it supports lawsuits under the Madrid System.

The Work-at-Home System has been operating steadily since its pilot test in March 2005, which targeted
60 patent-and-trademark-examiner volunteers. Our work-at-home examiners are enabled to securely
access KIPOnet from the comfort of their homes through a VPN with security features such as fingerprint
identification and the GPKI. As at the end of 2010, 89 examiners were using this system.

c. Search System
Outline of the Search System
The Internet search engines support simple and convenient searches on IPR information from all over the
world. Owing to the trilingual glossary of technical terms, we are able to perform integrated searches in

19
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English, Korean and Japanese. Our search system also provides rapid search results and can group the

conducted by mark name, application number/date, or by applicant’s name. It also provides the same types

results by their IPC and keywords.

of services as the Industrial Design Search System.

Since launching the Patent Search System and the Trademark Search System in June 1996, we have

Without inputting a keyword, our examiners can view similar marks by the basic name of a mark through the

integrated and improved their functions. As a consequence, we now have more specialized search

intelligent search function of this system. They can also conduct step-by-step searches ranging from full-

systems such as the Business Model Search System, the Trial Decision Search System, the Non-patent

match searches to partial-match searches, as well as figurative and Japanese cross-match searches.

Literature Search System and the Industrial Design Search System.

In addition, the Trademark Search System has a thumbnail image viewer that allows examiners to classify

In addition, there is a Future-oriented Search System, which was developed in May 2009 to provide our

several images simultaneously and enables them to create their own database of each field item such as

examiners with more improved search functions. The system has a user customizable interface.

legal text, application, registration, figurative mark, or similar group code.

Patent Search System

Intelligent Search System

The Patent Search System enables us to conduct full text searches of patent gazettes from Korea, Japan,

We are developing an intelligent search system that will automatically optimize inquiries based on the

the USA and Europe. By inputting a Korean keyword, a user can get the corresponding English and

computer analysis of user’s intention and rapidly generate search results.

Japanese results. It also enables us to conduct reserved search requests, and to deliver the results to
customers through after-hours batch work. In addition, thesaurus and extended synonym searches are
possible. The system also has diverse functions for user convenience: functions for the retrieval of gazette
data, retrieval of drawings, and individualized database of search results etc.
Linked to the National Digital Science Library managed by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology
Information, it also provides access to the academic thesis and scientific journals of domestic libraries.

The system automatically analyzes the sentences in a patent specification; it extracts keywords and classifies
them into paragraphs and frequency so as to locate prior art documents that contain similar words.
As a fundamental infrastructure, in 2003, we implemented an integrated meta-search function that
enables examiners to search non-patent literature such as thesis, reports, and periodicals by technology.
We also upgraded the trademark search system to automatically optimize inquiries of similar names in
both English and Korean. It rapidly and accurately classifies results by similarity. For industrial design

Using ‘non-patent literature unified meta searches’ for electronic journals, including IEEE, ScienceDirect,

searches, we developed a search function for screen images and a function that enables examiners to

and OSA, this system can search multiple Internet sites and show the results on the same screen.

attach a written opinion to rejection reference drawings. We also upgraded the database of gazettes, prior
application drawings and catalogs.

Industrial Design Search System

In 2004, in order to introduce more core technologies into the system, we designed an automatic

The Industrial Design Search System enables us to electronically retrieve and display domestic and foreign

comparison search system for prior art and implemented high efficiency functions for user convenience

databases, including gazettes, design catalogues, and typefaces from Korea, Japan and WIPO. It provides

such as a unified search of representative drawings and a typeface search system for industrial design

classification search, image pattern matching. It also provides free keyword search of bibliographic data,

searches. In 2005, we added some functions such as, an automatic comparison of prior art and a request

images, SGML/XML formatted data, and other data. The system features an electronic folding screen

for correcting errors in searched data. We also implemented a user-oriented search environment using

system that compares examination results with reference searches on two monitors.

X-internet.

It also offers additional functions: for viewing images linked to rejected design applications; divisional
bookmarking; storing of applications awaiting examination and of final results referenced.

Others
Other search systems include the Trial Decision Search System, Biotech Search System, and the

Trademark Search System
The Trademark Search System enables us to search domestic trademark information and international
trademark information from designated offices under the Madrid Protocol. The online searches can be

Business Search System etc. With the Trial Decision Search System, we are able to manage and search
data from the IP Trial Decision Database Project of 1999. The system also provides text-based data of trial
decisions since 1999.

21
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The Biotech Search System enables us to manage and retrieve information on nucleic and amino acid sequences by using an
internal sequence-listing database. This search system can be used to access FASTA/BLAST1) searches and other international
sites to promptly examine sequence listings. Further, applicants can use it in conjunction with the search system of KIPRIS to

d. Gazette Publication
Outline
In July 2001, we published the world’s first Internet gazette, a landmark in the dissemination of IPR

determine whether their applications are novel or not.

information. We no longer depend on paper or CD-ROM gazettes. This contributes considerably to the
With the Business Model Search System, we are able to promptly search the Internet databases of business models and

dissemination of our IPR information services.

methods, including those featured in gazettes, abstracts and electronic documents from Korea and the USA.

History

The Notification Affirmation System gives us access to approximately 80 types of examination notifications.

In 1998, besides the launch of KIPOnet, we started publishing CD-ROM gazettes. However, in July 2001,
we stopped publishing CD-ROM gazettes and started publishing Internet gazettes. This has resulted in a

Development History of the Search System

yearly cost savings of approximately US$19 million.
Search system

Development Period

Launch

Upgrades

1

Trademark Search System

Oct. 1997 to Aug. 1998.

Sep. 1998

Aug. to Dec. 2000

2

Biotech Search System

May to Nov. 1999

Jan. 2000

June to Dec. 2000

3

Patent Search System

April to Dec. 1999

Feb. 2000

July to Dec. 2000

Chemical Abstracts

Dec. 1998

Dec. 1998

Electronics

Dec. 1999

Dec. 1999

4

Patent Non-Patent
Literature
Search System

Via the Internet Since January 2003

Brief history of official gazette publications
Paper gazettes
(1947~1997)

CD-ROM gazettes
(1998~June 2001)

Internet gazettes
(July 2001 ~ date)

- Two or three times a month
(two months after disclosure)

- Two or three times a month
(one month after disclosure)

- Daily
(one day after disclosure)

- Average of 1400 issues per year

- Average of 110 issues per year

- Delivery by postal mail

- Delivery by postal mail

- Average of 1,800 applications a
day

- Subscription fee:

6,000

- Subscription fee:

20,000

- Lower costs of burning and
posting CD-ROM gazettes

- Online viewing and Push-mail
service

5

Trial Decision Search System

June to Dec. 1999

Dec. 1999

6

Earlier Application Search System

Aug. to Dec. 2000

Jan. 2001

7

Industrial Design Search System

Aug. to Dec. 2000

Jan. 2001

8

Business Model Search System

June to Aug. 2001

Sep. 2001

9

Integrated Search System

June to Nov. 2001

Dec. 2001

Standardization of individual systems

10

Elaboration of the Integrated Search System

May to Dec. 2002

Dec. 2002

Elaboration in the field of patents
and utility models

After the publication date, users can freely access the IP data on our website (http://www.kipo.go.kr) and

11

Intelligent Search System (Stage 1)

May to Dec. 2003

Jan. 2004

Foundation work

users also can find the same information on the website of the Korea Institute of Patent Information (KIPI)

12

Intelligent Search System (Stage 2)

June to Dec. 2004

Jan. 2005

Introduction of core technologies

13

Intelligent Search System (Stage 3)

May to Dec. 2005

Jan. 2006

Optimization

14

Function Improvement

March to Oct. 2006

Nov. 2006

- Upgrade of search engine
- Replacement of Japanese-Korean Translator

15

Future-oriented Search System

Nov. 2008 to May 2009

May 2009

- Improvement of search performance
- Customized user interface
- Quality improvement of machine translation

- High costs of printing and
posting paper gazettes

- Free referral and retrieval

Service

(http://www.kipris.or.kr). The KIPI is a specialized IPR information service provider that was established in
1995. Its search service enables notifications on topics of interest through push mail.
We still publish gazettes on CDs or DVDs for local and overseas customers who prefer gazettes on such

1) The

US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) provides the FASTA/BLAST search service free of charge. The FASTA is a search engine

of genome sequence database in text file. The BLAST helps similarity searches of sequence listing, which is converted to machinery codes.

physical media.

The KIPOnet
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C. The Benefits

Economic Benefit Analysis Summary
Section

(Unit: US$1000)

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Savings

Administration

21,160

18,631

24,521

25,381

26,770

30,854

39,264

186,581

Examination

11,495

10,656

9,728

13,947

16,942

19,294

21,387

103,449

Regarding internal efficiency, we have enhanced the efficiency and transparency of our IPR administration

Total

32,655

29,287

34,249

39,328

43,712

50,148

60,651

290,030

services by enabling computerized searches, renovating our business processes and providing an improved

E-filing

1,809

2,424

2,866

4,182

4,635

5,364

6,099

27,379

Search

60,399

165,127

330,092

401,748

464,988

536,113

621,412 2,579,879

Total

62,208

167,551

332,958

405,930

469,623

541,477

627,511 2,607,258

94,863

196,838

367,207

445,258

513,335

591,625

688,162 2,897,288

a. Enhanced Efficiency in IPR Administration
Our services have been remarkably improved due to the online filing system, real-time access to examination
results and high quality patent information, and the nonstop public service.

staff work-convenience through the Work-at-Home System.

Internal Business Process
Opportunity cost savings

Customer

Changes in Patent Administration
Before the Development

After the Development

Paper-based filing,
Visit to KIPO for submission and referral

Online filing,
Submission and referral on the Internet

Grand Total

Shortening R&D period

26.18%

Reduction of R&D cost

27.59%

Increased R&D efficiency
Manual search

Computerized search

Paper-based document management,
Paper-based approval

Electronic document management,
Digital approval

Paper gazettes

Internet gazettes

Working in the office

Working at home (Telecommute service)

Leading role in international cooperation on IT
Elevation of national status
Elevation of national brand image

b. Economic Benefits
To evaluate the economic benefits of KIPOnet, we consulted the National Computerization Agency (NCA).
The evaluation results from the NCA showed that KIPO and its customers saved a total of US$2.897 billion
between 1999 and 2005. After the rollout of KIPOnet in January 1999, the economic benefits rose rapidly,
almost doubling each year.
Additional projected benefits to industries included a 26.18% reduction in R&D time and a 27.59%
reduction in R&D cost. Cost savings on government-funded R&D projects reached US$1.5 Billion in 2004
alone.

Towards a Better
KIPOnet
Data management enables us to efficiently conduct searches and
examinations and to disseminate and exchange data quickly and easily.
Security management enables us to assure the continuity of our online
services and to detect and prevent unauthorized access to our system.

A Data Management
B Security Management

Towards a Better KIPOnet
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c. Data Management Center

A. Data Management

In 2002, we established a Data Management Center to facilitate the building of a unified database and its

a. Data Building

systematic management. The Center is also responsible for continuously monitoring and improving the

In 1994, we built an IP database. The database helps us to conduct searches and examinations more
efficiently and to disseminate and exchange IP data quickly and easily.

quality of the KIPO database. The Center therefore, tracks and corrects data errors based on the rules of

The project for digitizing IP data began as part of a seven-year project for automating IPR administration.
Since its inception, a lot of effort has been put into ensuring the success of this project.
We now have a database of patent and utility model abstracts in Korean language, which date back to
1947. In addition, we have full text of granted patents and utility models that date back to 1979. Also part of
the database is Korean patent and utility model applications that date back to 1983.
With regards to international patent data, we have collected about 55 different kinds of patents, utility
models, and design data from 22 countries, which date back to 1974. The organizations that provided us
with these data include the WIPO, USPTO, EPO, and the JPO.

the business. Results from these procedures are then developed into quality indexes for more systematic
data management.
Status of KIPO Database
Type of Right

Source

Kind of Document

Coverage

Bibliographic data

1983~2001

Text

1983~1998

Image

1983~2005

SGML

2005~

XML

1947~1998

Image

1979~2005

SGML

2005~

XML

Korean Patent Abstract (KPA)

1979~

SGML

Bibliographic data

1948~2001

Text

1983~1998

Image

1983~2005

SGML

2005~

XML

1947~1998

Image

1979~2005

SGML

2005~

XML

Applications (in gazette)
Patents

Korea
Granted Patents (in gazette)

b. Digitization Center
In 2000, we built the Digitization Center to facilitate the efficient digitization of paper documents such as
applications, amendments, registration and trial related documents. The center currently digitizes over
777 different kinds of documents and digitized approximately 522,114 documents in 2009. However, due
to the increasing e-filing rate, the number of documents that require digitization and the amount of time
spent digitizing are decreasing.

Applications (in gazette)
Utility Models

Korea

Digitization Procedure

Granted Utility Models (in gazette)

1st input

Bibliographic Data

Verification
Program

Automatic
Distribution

Verification
2nd input

Inspection

Bibliographic data

1975~1998

Text

Claims/Specifications
(from applications)

1986~1992

SGML

Claims/Specifications
(from granted patents)

1986~1993

SGML

1971~1996

Image

1993~2004

SGML

Verification

Applications for Patents & Utility Models
Patents
Multi-faceted OCR

Japan

2004~

XML

1950~1979

Image

Granted Patents & Utility Models

1994~2004

SGML

2004~

XML

Patent Abstract of Japan (PAJ)

1975~1996

Image

Patent Abstract of Japan (PAJ)

1976~

SGML

Correction

Specifications
Manual Input

Correction

Verification
2D barcode

Verification

Inspection

Format

Towards a Better KIPOnet
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Type of Right

Source

Kind of Document
DOCDB 2.0

Coverage

Format

1974~

Text

1978~1999

Image

1975~2004

SGML

2004~

XML

Type of Right

Source

Kind of Document

Coverage

Format
Text

1960~
Espace-A

Earlier Applications

JPG, TIFF
1960~1998

TIFF
Text

1966~
1980~1999

Image

1980~2004

SGML

2004~

XML

Gazettes

JPG, TIFF

Europe
Espace-B

Image
Espace-world

1978~2002

Text

Korea

1966~1998

TIFF

Rejected Applications

1992~1998

TIFF

Registered Designs

1966~1999

TIFF

Register

1948~1991

TIFF

Catalogue

1980~

SGML
WIPO

Pamphlet (Impact Rule87)

Text

2002~

XML

JPG

1975~

Image

Text

1976~2004

SGML

Computer Generated Graphic Designs
Granted Patents
Patents

2005~

XML

2001~

Image

2003~
JPG
Text

U.S.A.

Typeface

2004~
JPG

Designs
Patent Applications

2001~2004

SGML

2005~

XML

2000~

Text

1991~2007

SGML

2007~

XML

1985~

Text

1999~2007

SGML

2007~

XML

Text
Utility Model Designs

Taiwan

United Kingdom

Trademarks

Bibliographic data/Abstracts
(from Patent Applications)

Patent Applications and Granted Patents
(English Abstracts)

Canada

Patent Applications/Granted Patents

Japan

Australia

Patent Applications/Granted Patents

1998~

SGML

Germany

Gazettes of Patents & Utility Models

1991~

Image

France

Gazettes of Patents

1992~

Image

Bibliographic data

1950~

Text

Sample images

1950~

JPG

Rejected Applications

1989~1998

TIFF

Registered Trademarks

1974~1999

Image

Register

1952~1991

Image

Korea

JPG, TIFF

Gazettes (including full images)

Bibliographic data (from Patent Applications)

China

1970~
1965~1999

Text

1997~

SGML

1965~

TIFF
Text

Germany

Gazettes

1988~
JPG
Text

WIPO

Gazettes

1999~
JPG
Text

OHIM

Gazettes

2003~
JPG
Text

U.S.A.

Registered designs

1997~
JPG
Text

Others

Gazettes from USA, Benelux, etc.

1975~2004
JPG

Towards a Better KIPOnet
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All security related events that occur inside and outside of KIPO are collated and responded to at the

B. Security Management

Security Monitoring Center.

a. Institutional Infrastructure
We have operated the Disaster Recovery Center for assuring the continuity of our online services since
2004 and in 2005, it established the ESM (Enterprise Security Management) Center that operates 24 hours
a day to detect unauthorized access to our internal system.
Together with this, in December 2006, we acquired ISO27001, which is an international security guarantee
for information protection policy and business processes.
In December 2009, the KIPO-CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) was established for quickly
responding to cyber trespasses KIPO-CERT works in collaboration with our affiliated agencies which deal
with IP information for prior art searches and other outsourcing businesses.
Towards maintaining our security systems and keeping them up-to-date even after acquiring ISO27001,
we regularly conduct security inspections that target outsourcing contractors, inter-office and affiliated
agencies.

b. Technical Infrastructure
For secure information management, we have a solid 17-step security scheme whose details are as follows:
To intercept external hacking, we operate
(Invasion Detection System), and

Anti-DDoS,

Firewall (Invasion Blocking System)

IDS

IPS (Invasion Prevention System);

To protect personal information on our website, we apply

filtering system against personal

information exposure and carry out monthly inspection of diverse software embedded in our systems;
To prevent forgery and falsification of certificates issued by KIPO, we apply a

preventive issuance

system;
To strengthen the security of servers and databases,

SecureOS and

DB security suite are used

respectively;
For the security of individual computers used to file applications online,

PKI certification,

keyboard protection and individual firewall are installed;
To strengthen security for our internal users,
leakage system,
Management), and

spam/virus interception system,

DRM (Digital Right Management),
security USB are deployed.

PC security suite,

anti-information

EAM (Enterprise Authority

33

Facilitating
Patent
Information
Usage
To help improve awareness of patent information and thus
encourage its increased use,
we give more value-added services on patent information
and human resource development.

A Infrastructure for the Use of Patent Information
B Human Resource Development

Facilitating Patent Information Usage
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A. Infrastructure for the Use of Patent Information

For foreign users, KIPRIS offers KPA data and
legal status information in English. KIPRIS also
provides language translation services linked to

a. KIPRIS
To protect our national and industrial technologies, we disseminate IP information both domestically and
overseas. In this context, we provide our customers with domestic and foreign patent information round
the clock through the Korea Industrial Property Rights Information Service (KIPRIS), which is a free IP
information search service accessible at http://eng.kipris.or.kr/eng/main/main_eng.jsp.

commercial language translatiion services, which
enable users to read the full text of Korean patent
documents in English.
In response to WIPO’s request in 2006, KIPRIS has
been linked to WIPO’s Patentscope, which provides
diverse information on PCT applications. As a
result, Korean patent data including KPAs are now
available directly from the search results of WIPO’s
Patentscope.
More remarkably, starting 2009, we have provided
our customers with the KIPRIS plus, which enables
almost all of the KIPRIS contents to be accessible
in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) format.
KIPRIS

plus

makes it possible for software

developers to retrieve more than 300 kinds of
contents with XML format, when they want to
develop their patent information system.
Consequently, users are able to do information retrieval on their PCs by inputting a few words without
requiring any special equipment or data.

b. Statistical Analysis Service
To encourage increased use of valuable patent information for R&D and investment in innovation
[ http://eng.kipris.or.kr ]

The service currently has over 770,000 users and records an average of 65,000 hits per day.
KIPRIS contains foreign IP data obtained from major patent authorities such as WIPO, EPO, JPO, and the
USPTO, as well as all available Korean IP data from KIPO including official gazettes and Korean Patent
Abstracts (KPAs). In addition, KIPRIS enables users to access legal status information of applications such

activities, we built an online portal for statistical information on IP, so-called “IP-STATS” (Intellectual
Property STATistical System). It offers diverse statistical meta information as well as regularly published
data.
Also, we periodically publish an analytical report titled “Patent Trends of Korea,” which contains a statistical
analysis of Korean patents.

as examination, trial proceedings, written trial, registration through a service titled “How is My Request

We are also strengthening the foundation for analyzing patent information by creating patent indicator

Going?” It is also linked to the websites of nine domestic universities and supports access via commercial
applications on PDAs and mobile phones.

statistics; more specifically we plan to expand statistical meta information, develop more contents for mobile
services, and launch an English website for foreign users.

Facilitating Patent Information Usage
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c. IP-Case Search Service

Furthermore, the PIAS is able to present to its users, technological trends in diverse report formats such as

In December 2009, we launched an integrated search service for judicial precedents, which will help

map, matrix, or roadmap based on patent information offered through the KIPRIS

companies to avoid future patent disputes, in addition to strengthening their ability to respond to

are the results of categorizing, analyzing, processing, and properly visualizing patent information.

disputes in progress.

In the future, we will develop a new web-based tool for analyzing patent information in relation to the next

The service mainly offers diverse information on domestic and foreign disputes by issue, technology or IPC to

generation KIPOnet, “G-KIPOnet,” and provide greater support for utilizing patent information and

the public, free of charge at http://www.ip-case.or.kr. Data collected from countries and organizations from all

pursuing R&D projects in the private sector.

plus

service. The reports

over the world is used to produce a case map. This aims to save users time and money spent conducting
searches, and to serve as a basis for studying dispute cases of companies and IP attorney businesses.

e. K-PION (Korean Patent Information Online Network)

In building the IP-case database, approximately 3000 cases from five technology areas such as

In 2007, Korean patent documents were incorporated into the PCT Minimum Documentation and Korean

semiconductors, displays, wireless communications, medicine and car/ship building were collected.

language became one of the PCT publication languages, due to the increasing importance of Korean

Attention was given to these specific technology areas because they were observed to have the highest

technologies such as LCDs, PDPs, semiconductors, and mobile phones. KIPO’s successful reduction of

number of patent disputes among the IP5 (i.e., EPO, JPO, KIPO, SIPO, and USPTO). Through an annual

examination pendency to an average of 10 months until first official action will increase the importance of

database upgrade project, this database will be gradually expanded to 22,000 cases by 2013.

referring to Korean patent documents when IPOs conduct examinations. However, the examiners of such
IPOs should not be expected to learn and understand Korean language. It is for this reason that KIPO
decided to launch the Korean Patent Information Online Network (K-PION) service.
The K-PION service is operated through a Korean-English translation engine customized for patent
documents that has approximately 3 million sentence patterns and technical terms. It enables IPO
examiners who are not familiar with Korean language to easily understand Korean patent documents
and is available to them for free, 24/7 via the Internet at http://k-pion.kipo.go.kr. As of April 2010, it

[ http://www.ip-case.or.kr ]

d. Patent Dispute Map and Patent Map
Since 2001, we have developed and disseminated patent map software, “Patent Information Analysis
System (PIAS)” to promote the use of patent information in R&D projects. The PIAS can be applied from
the planning stage to the performance evaluation stage of R&D projects.
[ http://k-pion.kipo.go.kr ]
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serves the examiners of 35 IPOs. In 2009, the total number of requests received was 180,853 and the

b. Courses for Overseas Users

number of translations done was 51,272.

The IP Xpedite, which was jointly

Beginning with the translation of Korean patent gazettes in November 2005, examination histories and full

developed by APEC, KIPO, and KIPA

text of examination documents have been available since November 2006. And in November 2007, we

(Korea Invention Promotion Association)

added functions for searching KPAs. Furthermore, in November 2008, we started offering full-text Korean

from 2006 to 2007 with APEC

patent documents for search using English keywords, and in 2009, of designs, trademarks, and PCT data

contributing $260,000, deals with the

filed to KIPO. This was all in an effort to ensure higher accessibility to Korean patent information by foreign

concept and importance of patent

IPO examiners.

information as well as the creation and

In 2010, we will establish web service functions based on the K-PION service towards having the same search
environment for both our examiners and those of foreign IPOs. Going forward, we will continue to improve the
quality of the service by building a Korean to English dictionary that will help to ensure that more exact search
results are drawn.

interpretation of patent documents. In
2009, 466 trainees from 18 countries
took the IP Xpedite online course while
30 participants from 15 countries took
the offline course. The online and offline
courses were termed “2009 APEC IPiFacilitator Training Course.”

B. Human Resource Development

During the offline course, a Russian
representative said, “We believe that

a. Courses for Domestic Users
Based on the e-learning contents jointly developed by KIPO, WIPO and the APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation) such as DL-KL-101, IP Panorama, and IP Xpedite, we are running various courses for a diverse
group of people, ranging from university students to senior citizens interested in IPR and inventions. In 2005,
this course was taken by 324

APEC IPi-Facilitator Training Course
can help experts to learn more about
searching patent databases and other
people (not only those in the sphere of
IP like inventors or Small and Medium

college students from three

sized Enterprises (SMEs)) to get

universities and since then, it

knowledge in the field of IP. We hope

has been gradually extended

that this training course will develop further and attract many more trainees from all over the world.” In

to more students. In 2009, the

the same context, all participants from APEC member economies including Australia, Brunei Darussalam,

total number of trainees was

and Thailand requested that the course be continued. They favorably commented on it and said that it

3,526 including college

could be a model educational program between IPOs or countries.

students from 16 universities,
business persons and patent
attorneys.
For more information please
visit http://global.ipacademy.
net.
[ http://global.ipacademy.net ]
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Technical
Cooperation
Making the best use of the knowledge and experience
we gained from developing KIPOnet,
we are providing developing countries with technical
consultations on IP office automation and enhancing
mutual cooperation in the field of IT with other IPOs and
international organizations such as WIPO and APEC.

A Joint Cooperation with WIPO and APEC
B Technical Consultation and Dissemination of Patent
Information
C Bilateral and Multilateral Cooperation on IT

Technical Cooperation
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A. Joint Cooperation with WIPO and APEC

- Validate IA data in accordance with PCT rules/regulations
- Upload filings from physical media such as CD-Rs onto a database through a Workstation, such that the

a. Joint Cooperation with WIPO
We established the Korea-Fund-in-Trust to help developing countries enhance their capacity to administer
IPRs, develop their human resources and capacity of their SMEs. In 2005, the fund totaled one million Swiss
francs, and helped many developing countries and SMEs enhance their IPR capacity.
As the first core project in May 2005, we completed the development of the PCT-Receiving Office
ADministration (PCT-ROAD) System and made it available to other offices to facilitate the management of PCT
applications in both electronic and paper formats. By June 2010, we had deployed the system to 28 countries
including Israel, Egypt, India, Finland, Canada, Malaysia and the Philippines.

Home Copy and Record Copy requirements are met
- Manage IAs (Home Copies)
- Search the IA number in holding list to be printed or input IA number and click search button
- Display and print an IA in PDF
- Generate Receiving Office Wrapped Application Signed Package (WASP) files to be sent to the ISA
To help SMEs utilize and manage Intellectual Property (IP) in their business strategy, we also developed, in
collaboration with WIPO, digital e-learning contents on IPR called IP Panorama in 2006. It consists of 12
modules including modules on patent information, technology trade, e-commerce, and patent lawsuit
which are animation-based. The IP Panorama is useful for IP education and training. It provides practical
examples of using IP to boost business success. It is currently available at the websites of WIPO and KIPO.
The IP Panorama has been well received and acknowledged by WIPO and its member states to contain the
most advanced IP e-learning contents. Since its official release in 2007, it has had a rush of requests from
several IPOs from around the world who are requesting for it to be developed in their native languages. With
the collaboration of WIPO, therefore, KIPO is developing it in UN official languages such as Arabic, Chinese,
French, Russian, and Spanish. In March 2010 at the headquarters of the League of Arab States (LAS) in Egypt,
an international ceremony was held to commemorate the official release of the Arabic version of IP
Panorama and to adopt a Cairo Declaration for strengthening cooperation among the LAS, WIPO, and KIPO.
The Declaration is expected to contribute to increasing IP management capability in the Arab region.

b. Joint Cooperation with APEC
With APEC’s financial support, we successfully conducted technical consultations on IPR automation for
some IPOs. Based on these successful consultations, in 2006, we developed the e-learning content called
“IP Xpedite” to assist APEC member economies in enhancing their abilities to use IPR information and
increase public awareness of IPR protection by offering multimedia educational materials and e-learning
contents. The IP Xpedite, which uses animation, flash, and is based on educational engineering, has been
disseminated to APEC member economies since 2008 and is available at the websites of APEC and KIPO.
The PCT-ROAD System enables a PCT Receiving Office (RO) to receive and handle PCT International

It is expected to enhance the efficiency of the research, development and business activities of its

Applications (IAs) in electronic format. It can also be used to facilitate the processing of filings made on paper

recipients; and thus contribute to the economic development of their member economies.

or in PCT-EASY format (paper copy accompanied by a diskette containing the request form data and abstract).
Major features of the system include its ability to:
- Receive IAs from applicants and create a new record for each IA
- Assign a receipt number and issue confirmation of the receipt of an IA

45
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B. Technical Consultation and Dissemination of Patent Information

Through such bilateral and multilateral meetings, we have discussed exchanging electronic documents
such as priority documents and patent information, including the sharing of examination results with

a. Technical Consultation

each other.

With the experience gained from the development and operation of KIPOnet and with a view to sharing

Specifically, in cooperation with the JPO, Trilateral Document Access (TDA) services have been

our accumulated technologies and knowledge, we started consulting on IP office automation for other

operated for customers of both IPOs, namely, the File Wrapper Access (FWA) service since April 2007

IPOs.

and the Priority Document eXchange (PDX) service since April 2008. Such collaborations have been

Since 2002, we have consulted for several countries including Papua New Guinea and the Philippines.
Between 2003 and 2004, with funding from APEC, we successfully consulted on IPR automation for IPOs

extended to the USPTO for PDX since October 2008 and FWA since November 2008; and to the EPO for
PDX since December 2008.

such as those of Thailand, Peru, and Vietnam. While in 2005, in collaboration with WIPO, we consulted for

Moreover, we have continuously extended the electronic exchange of PCT-related documents and the

India, and in 2006 for the IP information center of Thailand.

sharing of patent information with WIPO. We have been continually upgrading our PCT-related systems

From 2007 to 2009, we conducted technical consultations on IP office automation for Indonesia, the

and improving the quality of our services since Korean language was in January 2007, included as one

Philippines, Vietnam, Mongolia, and Uzbekistan.

of the publication languages for PCT applications. In an effort to do so, we elaborated Hangul fonts for

Such consultations made those IPOs appreciate the importance and necessity for automating their IPR
administration and increased their desire for extended cooperation with KIPO towards improving their IPR

the processing of Hangul characters within WIPO’s internal system and developed a Korean version of
PCT-SAFE (Secure Applications Filed Electronically) for our Korean users’ convenience.

automation systems. The consultation activities give the IPOs a better understanding of KIPOnet and is

Besides, we have actively cooperated with WIPO by actively participating in the Committee on WIPO

contributing to the global automation of IPR management.

Standards (CWS); which is enabling multilateral cooperation in IT standardization.
Making the best use of the knowledge we have gained from developing KIPOnet, we are actively

b. Dissemination of Korean Patent Information
Since April 1, 2007, Korean patent documents have been incorporated into the PCT Minimum
Documentation. This mandates IPO examiners to refer to Korean patent documents when they examine
domestic and international patent applications filed to their offices. For aiding this service, we have offered
our relevant databases to each of the IPOs.
Furthermore, in cooperation with the EPO in 2007, we established and dispatched a counselor to the
EPO’s Vienna sub-office to help examiners of its member states easily access and use Korean patent
information.

C. Bilateral and Multilateral Cooperation on IT
Spurred by our confidence in developing and managing KIPOnet, we have enhanced cooperation with
leading IPOs in the IT field. We hold bilateral and multilateral IT experts meetings with IPOs of
developing and developed countries to increase mutual understanding and to discuss relevant IT issues.
In addition, for cooperation within the framework of the IP5 offices, we are leading the machine
translation related task of the IT foundation projects based on our technical know-how and experiences.

participating in relevant technical task forces.

Future Plan
KIPO will endeavor to increase user convenience,
extend our IT know-how through international cooperation,
and actively respond to international IP discussions
while continually improving KIPOnet.

A Domestic and International Challenges
B Features of G-KIPOnet
C Long Term Vision for KIPO IT

Future Plan
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Major features of G-KIPOnet can be summarized as follows:

A. Domestic and International Challenges
In the fierce and highly competitive intellectual property rights environment, companies and countries are
increasingly on their toes securing patents and seeking redress on patent infringements. To this end, we are
constantly challenged to provide state-of-the-art services that will timely and adequately respond to the needs

Open-ended e-Filing System
- Diversification of filing route to include mobile devices, email and the Internet
User-friendly Examination/Trial System

of our customers (internal/external, domestic/overseas) and help to strengthen relevant legal structures; for

- Touch screen

instance, timely responding to the harmonization of international IP legal systems such as the PLT and the

- Ontology searches that can automatically establish co-relations between individual words

Hague System. As an example, towards meeting the expectations of our customers, we plan to introduce

- Automatic classification function based on F-term, IPC, etc.

emerging touch-type technologies for our examiners and to offer user interfaces that will be more friendly

- Time series retrieval of records for examination and trial information

and familiar to external users.
Compact and modularized system for easier maintenance
- Re-design of the database and modularization of subprograms by IPR type or system function
- Server Based Computing (SBC)

B. Features of G-KIPOnet

Infrastructure for high value IP information

Given the diversity and complexity of current and future demands, some of which have been highlighted

- Diversified retrieval of citation information over the entire examination process

above, we are developing G-KIPOnet, the next version of KIPOnet, as an open-ended system that can

- Management of chronological records of each application during its lifecycle

handle applications filed via mobile devices or e-mail. Further, beyond just enabling our examiners to look
over electronic documents on their screens, it will offer a virtual paper service much like inserting ememo into electronic documents being examined and making notes in them. To make the resulting huge

C. Long Term Vision for KIPO IT

and complicated G-KIPOnet flexible and convenient for maintenance, we will modularize it.

For best results, the development of G-KIPOnet will proceed in stages - starting with the planning stage in
2010 and culminating in the launch stage scheduled for 2013.

Characteristics of KIPOnet by development phase

As we have always done, we plan to implement a future-oriented IPR administration system, which will
improve the operational quality of KIPOnet and make it future-ready. A new KIPOnet will be able to cope

Generation

1st Generation (’99)
E-KIPOnet

2nd (’05)
U-KIPOnet

3rd (’12)
G-KIPOnet

with rapid changes in legal and technical aspects of IPR administration. In addition, we will enhance our
ubiquitous services, offer higher value-added services, and support our examiners to do their jobs more
conveniently and efficiently.

Features

e-Filing
Paperless

24/7 Service
Telecommute

Open-ended application
Virtual Paper
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